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Suite.

ROMANTIK ALPENHOTEL WAXENSTEIN.

Mountain power
Sometimes, switching off requires an input of energy from the outside as well
as complete relaxation. At ROMANTIK ALPENHOTEL WAXENSTEIN in Grainau,
guests are on the right track for finding just that.
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The power of the Bavarian mountains with
their pure air and clear waters are known
for their rejuvenating qualities. With its
manifold alpine flora and wonderful views,
the state-approved climatic spa town of
Grainau has exactly what it takes for a refreshing holiday. While daily stress cannot
always be avoided, the chance to switch off
for a few days may yet do wonders, given
the right location is at hand.
Situated right by the stunning panorama
of the Zugspitze, the highest mountain
in Germany, the ROMANTIK ALPENHOTEL WAXENSTEIN in Grainau near
Garmisch-Partenkirchen welcomes its
guests to enjoy a relaxing time out and indulge in a few days of peace and rejuvenation. Looking back on 100 years of tradition,
the hotel draws its unique ambiance from
art work and furniture styled by contempo-

rary French artists. The combination of cosy
family atmosphere, a lovely wellness area
and the location itself adds up to a perfect
place for recharging the batteries.
An active day in pure natural surroundings
with fresh mountain air helps body and
soul to relax and gain new energy. With the
crystal-clear Eibsee and Badersee mountain
lakes nearby, the guests have the choice of
numerous scenic hiking and mountain bike
routes. There are golf, climbing and water
sports opportunities as well as beautiful alpine ski areas to explore on both the German and the Austrian side.
After a refreshing day outside, the
ROMANTIK ALPENHOTEL WAXENSTEIN provides guests with the fitting relaxation, for example at the sauna area with
steam bath. Enjoy pure well-being during

a cosmetic or Ayurveda treatment with
high-quality natural and local products, or
simply relax in one of the small pools. The
light-flooded bathing complex with whirlpool looks out on the beautiful panoramic
views of the Grainau rooftops, the mountain peaks and the surrounding woods.
Hotel guests are invited to enjoy multifaceted delights at the Henri-Philippe
gourmet restaurant, which has been
named “one of the best in the region”
by renowned guides such as Michelin.
Discover luxury in a surprisingly downto-earth kind of way: The innovative cook
combines French Haute Cuisine with traditional alpine delicacies.
Owners Jürgen and Maria Lehn are looking
forward to welcoming you in their beautiful
corner of the Bavarian Alps for a romantic,
relaxing and rejuvenating time out at their
lovely hotel. Take time for yourself, and allow the perfect location and cosy ambiance
to do the rest.
www.waxenstein.de
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